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HALLMARK CHANNEL ORIGINAL PRIMETIME SERIES 
‘GOOD WITCH’ 

Episode #1007 – Saturday, April 11, 2015 (8 pm ET/PT, 7C) 
 

AS THE WINTER STORM CONTINUES TO POSE A THREAT TO ALL OF MIDDLETON,  
CASSIE AND SAM WORK TOGETHER TO SAVE A LIFE AND 

A CRISIS MAGICALLY BRINGS THEM CLOSER 
 

In Episode 1007: Together We Stand…, Middleton’s brutal winter storm has left 
almost everyone stranded in place—and in a state of panic.  Only the enchanting Cassie 
(Catherine Bell) can keep calm as she and Sam (James Denton) are snowed in at the Grey 
House, where Cassie’s guest Brian (Jake Simons) is facing a serious medical emergency.  With 
no ambulances able to get to them, Cassie and Sam consider taking a drastic measure to save 
Brian’s life, and Cassie’s enchanting touch convinces Brian’s wife Eve (Alex Paxton-Beesley) to 
trust their plan.  Meanwhile, Grace (Bailee Madison) is stuck in the library with rivals Anthony 
(Shane Harte) and a sullen Nick (Rhys Matthew Bond), who is still simmering about his mother’s 
cancelled visit. Worried about her brother Brandon (Dan Jeannotte), who has been in a car 
accident, Grace is desperate to get to him, sensing he is hurting in more ways than one.  At the 
Bistro, Abigail (Sarah Power) and Stephanie (Kylee Evans) are gaining a new understanding of 
each other as Abigail helps Stephanie after her fall, and learns more about her past.  And as the 
storm rages on, Martha (Catherine Disher) must swallow her pride to do what is best for the 
town, and potentially lose the spotlight.  With Ryan (Anthony Lemke) stuck in Blairsville 
meeting his surprising new business partner, something begins stirring between Cassie and 
Sam as they put their trust in each other only to find out that as one storm passes, another is 
waiting. 

Also starring: Noah Cappe (“Police Chief Derek”), James McGowan (“Mr. Jones”), 
Gabrielle Miller (“Linda Wallace”), Lisa Marcos (“Frankie”), Ted Atherton (“Darryl Blankenship”) 
and Paul Miller (“Tom Tinsdale”). 

“Good Witch,” is a Whizbang Films Production. Orly Adelson, Jonathan Eskenas, Frank 
Siracusa, Craig Pryce and Sue Tenney are the executive producers. Catherine Bell is co-
executive producer.  Andrea Raffaghello is producer.  ITV Studios America controls distribution 
rights in the world for “Good Witch” outside of North America.  
 
Hallmark Channel on Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, YouTube 
 
TWITTER: #GoodWitch, @HallmarkChannel, @reallycb, @BaileeMadison, @RhysMatthewBond, 
@ranthonylemke, @sarahspower, @d_j_not, @noahcappe, @MillerGabrielle, @lisamarcos 
 
CONTACT: Fowzia Iranpur, 818-755-2614 fowziairanpur@crownmedia.com 
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